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PRODUCT FAMILY: SHOWER COLUM - ELEGANCE SERIES
CODE: ELSHDOCC
DESCRIPTION: Safety shower column with hand shower - chrome finishes
MECHANICAL PERFORMANCES:
Load capacity at vertical traction 200 kg. Maximum flow rate
at 3 bar: 10 l/min Connection for water onboth sides ( upper
and lower )
APPROVALS/CERTIFICATIONS:
TUV system certification UNI EN ISO 9001

PRODUCT FEATURES:
Safety shower column mat white finish with: hand shower in ABS chromed 3 jets ), flexible chromed. The product is made of
a column diameter 32 mmmade of painted stainless steel AISI 304, able to resists to a tractionresistance of 200 kg. Inside the
columnthere is a system of tubes andconnections in order to conduct the water to the hand shower, in order to allowthe use of
water inlet1 / 2 ‘’ G pre-existing into the wall. Plates in order to cover the water inlet point are included. Taps not includedin the
product.
FIXING/INSTALLATION:
Wall mounted with 2/3 fasteners.Connect the water
conncetion to the wall water intake.
Fasteners not includedin the package.
Choose a proper screw / fastenerconsidering
the type of wall.
Dimension of holes for fixationscrew: Ø 10,5
mm.
Connection for water intake ½” G
PRODUCT COMPOSITION:
MATERIALS:
N° 1 Shower column made of stainless steel
aisi 304 - Aluminium - Painted Brass
N° 1Hand shower made of chromed ABS
N° 1Flexible and components like tube and
connections

MAINTENANCE:

TREATEMENTS:

PACKAGING OF THE PRODUCT:
Single package in carton box with pluriball protection mm
Weight: 2,5 kg
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TOLERANCES:
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